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Abstract Due to the complexity of factors that influence spe-
cies density on a large geographical scale, the effectiveness of
the species distribution model (SDM) is still debatable. That is
why the buffer zone (the area within 100 m from the outside
edge of the patch), the core, i.e. (patches excluding the 100 m
buffer zone from the patch’s edge) and patch shape are ex-
plored in this study to see how they affect the density of
habitat specialist and generalist bird species. Two sets of gen-
eralised additive models were generated separately for each of
the four bird species: One set of models contained landscape
configuration metrics as an additional predictor variable, and
the other did not. The results showed that models including
the core, the buffer zone and the shape of patches turned out to
be definitely better than models without them. Specialist spe-
cies, the Corn bunting and the Wood nuthatch, are more likely
to occur in the core of the preferred patches, and they choose
those of a simple shape; while generalist species, the
Whinchat and the Tree pipit, are more probable to be present
in the buffer zone of a more complicated shape. Thus, the
results clearly show that specific landscape configuration
models can improve the predictive power of SDMs and can be
usedasaneffective tool for predicting species density and func-
tional bird diversity (specialist and generalist). Furthermore,
from the applied ecology perspective, detailed landscape

configuration metrics can be considered as a surrogate of elu-
sive habitat conditions.

Keywords Species distributionmodel . Landscape
configurationmetrics . Shape . Core . Buffer zone . Predictive
map

1 Introduction

Species distribution models (SDMs) are a group of multiple
statistical tools that have been widely used to predict species
occurrence, density and richness [1, 2]. These methods are
based on an ecological niche concept where environmental
factors are combined with species occurrence/density in order
to create predictive maps of species distribution [3]. What is
most important from the ecological point of view is that these
methods show tendencies how environmental estimates affect
species occurrence or density [4]. The modelling framework
typically comprises such predictors as land-use typologies,
climate estimation, the level of green vegetation and biotic
interactions [5–8]. However, when specific landscape metrics
are not taken into account in the modelling approach as addi-
tional predictor variables, SDMs effectiveness may be de-
creased. Recent studies conducted on a small spatial scale
showed that patterns of species distribution were not only
the result of a complex interplay between environmental esti-
mates and landscape heterogeneity but also more detailed
landscape configuration metrics, i.e. patch shape and the pro-
portion between the core and the buffer zone of preferred
habitats, which also played an important role [9–11]. Yet, this
kind of data are rarely used in SDMs, especially in species
density modelling [12–14]. Therefore, the usual approach was
extended so as to analyse factors shaping the distribution of four
bird species, using not only topography, climate, vegetation and
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land use types but also landscape configuration metrics, i.e. the
shape of the core and the buffer zone, and consider them as
additional predictors.

This study analyses spatial distribution patterns of two
farmland (Corn bunting Emberiza calandra, Whinchat
Saxicola rubetra) and two forest (Tree pipit Anthis trivialis
andWood nuthatch Sitta europaea) breeding bird species of
different ecological requirements [15]. According to a
small spatial scale study, the Corn bunting prefers large
areas of homogeneous crop fields [16, 17], while the
Whinchat favours areas dominated by pastures interspersed
with small arable fields [18]. By contrast, the Tree pipit is
associated with edges of rare deciduous and coniferous for-
ests, even though its woodland availability is not a primary
factor influencing the species occurrence [19], whereas the
Wood nuthatch occurs in the core of large areas of decidu-
ous and mixed forests, and is negatively associated with
landscape heterogeneity [20]. Thus, despite extensive
knowledge about these species’ habitat selection, the im-
pact of landscape configuration metrics on a large geo-
graphical scale remains unknown. Most recent studies
[16, 20, 21] did not address this issue, as they did not eval-
uate models with and without detailed information on the
spatial structure of patches.

Importantly, in order to define more effective strategies for
biodiversity conservation on a trans-national scale, it is essen-
tial to understand how different large-scale landscape aspects
influence species density [8]. That is why conservationists pay
a lot of attention to develop tools that enhance remote sensing
data interpretation. Today, landscape metrics, such as the
patch area, shape and connectivity are often used as surrogates
of biodiversity [22–24]. This approach is obvious because
landscape metrics can be relatively easily measured on a
large scale for any place for which satellite or aerial im-
ages are available [25], but ecological sense of such bio-
diversity surrogates is still debatable [26]. The most se-
vere criticism concerns the methodological approach
where indicators are defined on the basis of a simple pos-
itive correlation between potential surrogates and target
species, while the context of environmental preferences
of species is often overlooked [27]. Bearing the above in
mind, two kinds of models for species density were de-
veloped in this research: the first without landscape con-
figuration metrics and the second with the core, buffer
zone, and shape of patches as additional variables. By
comparing both models, i.e. with and without landscape
metrics, potential surrogates could be evaluated. So this
analytical approach should indicate not only the relation-
ship between environmental components and species di-
versity but also show whether landscape metrics reflect
bird species density or not.

The aim of this study is to determine the extent to which
land cover typologies, climate, topography and NDVI are able

to predict distribution of the four studied bird species as com-
pared to patch structure metrics data.

2 Material and Methods

2.1 Bird Data

The Corn bunting, Whinchat, Tree pipit and Wood nuthatch
density data were derived from the Common Breeding Birds
Monitoring Scheme [28] and collected in Poland in years
2006–2013 in 876 1 km2 grid cells (see Appendix A, Fig.
S1). Survey plot squares had been chosen at random out
of 311.664 1 km2 squares covering the whole territory of
Poland. In each breeding season each plot was surveyed
twice. The first visit took place between 10 April and 15
May, and the second between 16 May and 30 June. The
bird census within each square consisted of two parallel
1 km transects along either an east-west or north-south
axis. Each transect was divided into five 200 m sections,
in which birds were noted within three distance categories
(< 25 m, 25–100 m, > 100 m). Birds were noted perpen-
dicular to the transect line. Each survey started between the
dawn and 9 am and lasted for about 90 min. Surveys were
carried out by volunteers, but regrettably many squares
were not regularly monitored. During the 8-year period,
each square was inspected on average (± SD) in 5.0 ± 2.3
breeding seasons.

2.2 Environmental Data

For modelling purposes, several environmental variables re-
lated to topography, climatic conditions, land cover, lights at
night, vegetation indices and landscape metrics were used
(Table 1, see also Appendix A). These data were converted
into GRASS GIS file format [29] with the grid size of 1 km2

and re-projected to the coordinate system EPSG4284 projec-
tion (http://spatialreference.org/ref/epsg/4284/).

As landscape structure metrics, the core, the buffer zone
and the patch shape were obtained from the Corine Land
Cover (CLC) and the Joint Research Centre (Table 1) using
QGIS with LecoS library [30]. The core and the buffer zone
are expressed as the percentage of the area in all grid cells
(1 × 1 km). The buffer zone is defined as an area within
100 m from the outside edge of the patch, while the core
shows patches excluding the 100 m buffer zone from the
patch’s edge. The patch shape index is expressed as a mean
patch perimeter in each grid cell divided by the minimum
perimeter possible for a maximal patch, i.e. the index equals
1 when the patch is square and increases without limit as the
patch shape becomes more irregular.
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2.3 Data Processing and Analysis

The species density in grid cells was expressed as the Hayne
estimator, calculated according to the equation below [6, 31–34]:

Dˇ H ¼ n
2L

1

n
∑
1

ri

� �

where
H—Hayne’s estimator of density, n—number of animals

seen, L—length of transect, and ri—sighting distance to each
animal.

The estimator was necessary because the number of birds
in each grid cells depended on the transect’s length and the
distance from the observer [35, 36].

In order to avoid multicollinearity among environmental var-
iables, the principal components’ analysis (PCA)was performed
with the Varimax normalised rotation, separately for each of the
two environmental datasets, i.e. climate and habitat [37].
Principal components’ axes with eigenvalues > 1 were retained
as predictor variables in the analyses.

The PCA of climate variables produced two axes, which
explained 83.7% of the original variation in climate variables
(see: Table 1 and Appendix A, Table S1A).

Habitat variables derived from the Corine Land Cover
(CLC), lights at night representing urban area and the type
of forest the Joint Research Centre produced seven compo-
nents and explained 78.0% of the variation (see: Table 1 and
Appendix A, Table S1B). The seventh component (PC7) had a
low value of the explained variance and was not included in
the analysis.

Pearson correlation coefficients were used to assess relation-
ships between predictors which came from two separate PCA
analyses, NDVI variable, geographical coordination, topogra-
phy and patch structure metrics (Appendix A, Table S2).

The generalised additive model (GAM) was employed to fit
resource selection functions [6], and the Hayne estimator of spe-
cies’ density was used as the response variable. Variables

Table 1 Environmental predictors used for the model design

Variable code Description

Predictors extracted from PCA (see Table S2)

PREC had the highest loadings with precipitation variables

TEMP had the highest loadings with temperature variables

FARMFOR represents a habitat gradient from non-irrigated arable
fields to three types of forest (coniferous,
deciduous and mixed)

URBCFOR represents the habitat gradient from urban areas to
coniferous forest

PASDMFOR represents the habitat gradient from pastures to
deciduous and mixed forest

PASFMIX represents the habitat gradient from pastures to mixed
agricultural area interspersed with coniferous
forest

DFORWEFM represents the habitat gradient from deciduous forest
to mixed agricultural area surrounded by wetlands
and water bodies

SCRUWFOR represents the habitat gradient scrub and fruit trees
plantations to mixed forest localised in wet areas

Predictors extracted directly from remote sensing data

LONGITUDE geographic coordinate that specifies the east-west
position

LATITUDE geographic coordinate that specifies the south-north
position

ALTITUDE above sea level (a.s.l.)

DENIW differences between maximal and minimal altitudes
per grid cells

NDVIMAR mean value of green vegetation level in March

NDVIAPR mean value of green vegetation level in April

NDVIMAY mean value of green vegetation level in May

NDVIJUN mean value of green vegetation level in Jun

NDVICV low value describes areas where the level of
vegetation is similar in each year

Patche structure metrics

The prefix: BUFFER indicates the buffer zone (defined as an area within
100 m from the outside edge of the patch), CORE - shows patches
excluding the 100 m buffer zone from the patch’s edge, SHPAE - patch
shape index is expressed as a mean patch perimeter in each grid cell
divided by the minimum perimeter possible for a maximal patch

BUFFERNIAF
CORENIAF
SHAPENIAF

non-irrigated arable land

BUFFRFRUIT
COREFRUIT
SHAPEFRUIT

fruit trees and berry plantations

BUFFERPAST
COREPAST
SHAPEPAST

pastures

BUFFERMAF
COREMAF
SHAPEMAF

mixed cultivation patterns (as a aggregation: complex
cultivation patterns and land principally occupied
by agriculture

BUFFERMFOR
COREMFOR
SHAPEMFOR

mixed forest

BUFFERSCRUB
CORESCRUB
SHAPESCRUB

scrub (as a aggregation: moors and heathland and
transitional woodland-shrub)

Table 1 (continued)

Variable code Description

BUFFERWETL
COREWETL
SHAPEWETL

inlandwetlands (as a aggregation: inlandmarshes and
peat bogs)

BUFFERLAKES
CORELAKES
SHAPELAKES

water bodies

BUFFERDFOR
COREDFOR
SHAPEDFOR

deciduous forest

BUFFERCFOR
CORECFOR
SHAPECFOR

mixed forest
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extracted by PCAs, geographical variables (longitude, latitude,
altitude and denivelation), NDVI fromMarch toApril, NDVICV
and patch structure metrics (buffer zone, core and patch shape)
were used as predictors. Two sets of GAMs were developed for
each species: (1) models based on topographic, climatic, general
land cover types and vegetation indices without patch structure
metrics; (2) models based on both datasets, i.e. those frommodel
1 and patch structure metrics (buffer zone, core and patch shape).
The most parsimonious models were selected using the Akaike
information criterion (mgcv library in R; [38]) with the lowest
AIC and, consequently, the highest Akaike weight [39]. All pos-
sible models were analysed (2n, where n = number of variables),
usingMuMIn library inR [40, 41]. The probability of including a
variable in the best parsimonious model was estimated as the
relative importance (RI) by summing the Akaike weights of all
candidatemodels in which the variable was included [39, 42]. As
a measure of the best model, the evidence ratio was used [39]. In
order to allow some complexity in the functions and avoid data
over-fitting, the basic dimensionwas defined as k = 4 [43]. Then,
the Gaussian distribution of errors and the identity link
function were applied. As a measure of deviance reduction,
D2 coefficient equivalent to R2 was used, which is well
known from least squares estimation. Finally, on the basis
of each species’ best model predicted distributions were
established. The correlation coefficient between the pre-
dicted versus the observed densities (log-transformed)
was used as a measure of error prediction [35, 44].

2.4 Cross-validation

In order to increase the predictive power of models, an inde-
pendent evaluation was carried out. Before developing
GAMs, 20% of the observations that had not been used in
the GAM procedure were randomly chosen. As a cross-
validation test, we used the correlation coefficient between
the predictive (from the best GAM model) and real density
expressed as the Hayne estimator of species density (20% of
observations were not included in model fitting). The higher
the value of the correlation coefficient, the bigger the predic-
tive power of the model. So, D2 was estimated in the training
dataset, and it measured the model’s performance when
predicting a population’s density in a grid cell; while the
Bcorrelation coefficient^ was estimated according to the test
dataset, and it measured the model’s performance when fore-
casting densities for the whole country.

3 Results

3.1 Population Size

Breeding populations of the Corn bunting, Whinchat, Tree
pipit and Wood nuthatch were recorded respectively in 63.1,

70.5, 56.8 and 52.1% of grid cells. The mean density of the
Corn bunting expressed as the Hayne estimator equalled 3.33
(95% CL, 3.09–3.58) individuals/1 km2, while the mean
Hayne estimator on occupied plots was 5.30 (95% CL,
5.01–5.58) individuals/1 km2. The mean density of the second
farmland bird species, the Whinchat, expressed also as the
Hayne estimator amounted to 2.95 (95% CL, 2.75–3.15) in-
dividuals/1 km2, while the mean Hayne estimator on occupied
plots was 3.54 (95% CL, 3.30–3.78) individuals/1 km2. In
turn, the mean Hayne estimator of the Tree pipit density was
2.22 (95% CL, 2.02–2.41), while on occupied plots it was
3.90 (95% CL, 3.65–4.15). Finally, the mean Hayne estimator
of the Wood nuthatch density amounted to 1.47 (95% CL,
1.34–1.59), while on occupied plots it was 2.82 (95% CL,
2.65–2.98).

3.2 Habitat Use by Corn Bunting and Predictive Map
of ĎCB

Out of all analysed models, only four gained support using
information-theoretic criteria, showing AIC weights > 0
(Appendix A, Table S3, model 2A). Model selection proce-
dures allowed to identify 6 predictors with the Relative
Importance RI > 0, but only 4 were included in the best-
supported model (Table 2). D2-coefficient of the best model
was 35.7%, and it was definitely better for describing the var-
iation of ĎCB than the second model (evidence ratio = 1.85).
The correlation coefficient between the predictive density based
on the most parsimonious model and the real density based on
the test dataset (n = 175) was 0.49, p < 0.0001, (Fig. 1a).

In turn, adding landscape configurationmetrics as addition-
al predictors to the modelling framework made ten GAMs for
ĎCB gain AICweights > 0 (Appendix A, Table S3, model 2B).
D2-coefficient of the best model was 68.6%, and it was better
than the second model (evidence ratio = 3.52) in the candidate
set. Model selection procedures resulted in 16 predictors with
the Relative Importance RI > 0, but only 9 were included in
the best-supported model (Table 2). The correlation coeffi-
cient between the predictive density based on the best model
and the real density based on the test dataset (n = 175) was
0.79 p < 0.0001 (Fig. 1b). Having used this model, a predic-
tive map of ĎCB was designed (Fig. 2a).

3.3 Habitat Use by Whinchat and Predictive Map of Ďw

Based on remotely sensed data without landscape metrics (the
same dataset as in ĎCB) and the fit to the Hayne estimator of
the Whinchat’s density (Ďw), four GAMs showed AIC
weights > 0 (Appendix A, Table S3, model 2C). Model selec-
tion procedures brought about 8 predictors with the Relative
Importance RI > 0, and all of them were included in the best-
supported model (Table 2). D2-coefficient of the model was
33.2%, and it was slightly better for describing the variation of
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Ďw than the second model (evidence ratio = 1.006). The cor-
relation coefficient between the predictive density based on
the best supported model and the real density based on the test
dataset (n = 175) was 0.48 p < 0.0001 (Fig. 1c).

In case of GAMs for Ďw, where landscape configuration
metrics were used as additional predictors, nine models
showed AIC weights > 0 (Appendix A, Table S3, model
2D). Model selection procedures produced 13 predictors with
the Relative Importance RI > 0, but only 11 were included in
the best-supportedmodel (Table 2).D2-coefficient of the mod-
el was 78.4% and it was definitely better than the second

model in the candidate set (evidence ratio 37.95). The corre-
lation coefficient between the predictive density based on the
best supported model and the real density based on the test
dataset (n = 175) was 0.84, p < 0.0001 (Fig. 1d). Having used
this model, a predictive map of Ďw was created (Fig. 2b).

3.4 Habitat Use by Tree Pipit and Predictive Map of ĎTP

Out of all GAMs for theHayne estimator of the Tree pipit density
(ĎTP) without landscape metrics, only four models gained sup-
port using information-theoretic criteria (Appendix A, Table S3,

Table 2 Predictors including in the best supported GAMs

Species Without landscape configuration metrics With landscape configuration metrics

Predictor F P RI Predictor F P RI

Corn bunting FARMFOR 11.85 < 0.0001 1 FARMFOR 11.19 < 0.0001 1

LATITUDE 2.83 < 0.0003 1 BUFFERNIAF 2.25 < 0.0001 1

TEMP 1.70 < 0.0001 1 CORENIAF 2.11 < 0.0001 1

NDVICV 1.19 < 0.0001 0.622 BUFFERPAST 2.47 < 0.0001 1

COREPAST 2.40 < 0.0001 1

SHAPENIAF 3.12 < 0.0001 1

NDVICV 1.92 < 0.01 0.609

LATITUDE 1.89 < 0.007 0.529

TEMP 1.19 < 0.001 0.490

Whinchat PASDMFOR 8.95 < 0.0007 1 BUFFERMAF 2.90 < 0.0001 1

PASTFMIX 2.39 < 0.0001 1 BUFFERPAST 2.54 < 0.0001 1

DFORWEFM 5.13 < 0.0003 1 BUFFERNIAF 2.11 < 0.0001 1

SCRUWFOR 1.39 < 0.002 1 COREPAST 1.23 < 0.0001 1

LONGITUDE 1.55 < 0.0001 0.949 CORENIAF 1.44 < 0.002 1

LATITUDE 3.13 < 0.0001 0.949 SHAPEPAST 4.56 < 0.01 1

NDVICV 1.01 < 0.04 0.634 SHAPEMAF 1.89 < 0.008 1

NDVIAPR 1.52 < 0.01 0.633 PASDMFOR 7.15 < 0.003 0.940

DFORWEFM 4.43 < 0.005 0.937

LONGITUDE 1.22 < 0.001 0.931

LATITUDE 4.47 < 0.001 0.911

Tree pipit FARMFOR 7.33 < 0.0001 1 BUFFERCFOR 2.75 < 0.0001 1

URBCFOR 4.57 < 0.0001 1 BUFFERMFOR 2.59 < 0.0001 1

PASTFMIX 3.41 < 0.0001 0.961 BUFFERDFOR 2.79 < 0.0001 1

NDVIMAR 1.93 < 0.02 0.919 URBCFOR 6.39 < 0.0001 1

NDVICV 1.01 < 0.03 0.552 SHAPECFOR 1.59 < 0.01 1

COREMFOR 1.56 < 0.02 1

COREDFOR 1.01 < 0.01 1

Wood nuthatch FARMFOR 4.17 < 0.0001 1 COREDFOR 1.98 < 0.0001 1

PASTDMFOR 3.59 < 0.0003 1 COREMFOR 8.18 < 0.0001 1

PASTFMIX 3.62 < 0.0001 1 SHAPEMFOR 1.08 < 0.008 1

NDVIJUN 1.76 < 0.0001 0.993 BUFFERMFOR 1.11 < 0.01 1

NDVICV 2.39 < 0.0001 0.984 NDVIJUN 1.96 < 0.02 0.971

PREC 4.26 < 0.0001 0.841 FARMFOR 6.99 < 0.0001 0.685

PREC 4.53 < 0.001 0.685

NDVICV 3.38 < 0.0001 0.367
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model 2E). Following model selection procedures, 6 predictors
with the Relative Importance RI > 0 were identified, of which 5
where included in the best-supported model (Table 2). D2-coef-
ficient of this model was 44.6%, and it was better for describing
thevariationofĎTP than the secondmodel (evidence ratio=1.50).
The correlation coefficient between the predictive density based
on the best supportedmodel and the real density based on the test
dataset (n = 175) was 0.66, p < 0.0001, (Fig. 1e).

By adding landscape metrics as additional predictors to the
GAMs, eight models gained AIC weights > 0 (Appendix A,
Table S3, model 2F).D2-coefficient of the most parsimonious
model was 51.2%, and it was slightly better than the second
model (evidence ratio = 1.01) in the candidate set. Model
selection procedures resulted in identifying 12 predictors with
the Relative Importance RI > 0, but only 7 were included in
the best-supported model (Table 2). The correlation coeffi-
cient between the predictive density based on the best

parsimonious model and the real density based on the test
dataset (n = 175) was 0.80 p < 0.0001 (Fig. 1f). Having used
this model, a predictive map of ĎIW was drawn (Fig. 2c).

3.5 Habitat Use by Wood Nuthatch and Predictive Map
of ĎWN

Four GAMs for the Hayne estimator of the Wood nuthatch
density (ĎWN) without landscape metrics showed AIC
weights > 0 (Appendix A, Table S3, model 2G). Model se-
lection procedures produced 7 predictors with the Relative
Importance RI > 0, but only 6 were included in the best-
supported model (Table 2). D2-coefficient of this model was
29.5%, and it was definitely better for describing the variation
of ĎWN than the second model (evidence ratio = 5.88). The
correlation coefficient between the predictive density based
on the best parsimonious model and the real density based on
the test dataset (n = 175) was 0.54 p < 0.0001 (Fig. 1g).

In case of GAMs for ĎWN, where landscape metrics were
added to the modelling framework, four models also demon-
strated AIC weights > 0 (Appendix A, Table S3, model 2H).
Model selection procedures identified 9 predictors with the
Relative Importance RI > 0, and all of them were included
in the best-supported model (Table 2). D2-coefficient of the
best model was 76.2%, and it was better than the second
model in the candidate set (evidence ratio = 1.13). The corre-
lation coefficient between the predictive density based on the
best supported model and the real density based on the test
dataset (n = 175) was 0.84 p < 0.0001 (Fig. 1h). Having used
this model, a predictive map of ĎIW was designed (Fig. 2d).

4 Discussion

4.1 GAMs for Bird Species Density With
and Without Landscape Configuration Metrics

The study confirms a pattern that models with landscape con-
figuration metrics have higher prediction power than models
without them. This result is promising because it clearly
shows the way in which geophysical factors combined with
landscape metrics affect species density on a large geograph-
ical scale.

The first group of GAMs without landscape metrics showed
that all analysed species responded positively to the area of
preferred habitats. Thus, the result is not surprising since these
preferences had been described before [16–18, 20, 45].
However, it should be remarked that using only an area of
patches as a predictor may lead to a conclusion that high den-
sities of species depend on habitats’ participation, whereas the
structure of a given patch is irrelevant. Obviously, in some
situations, species occurrence depends only on the area of
patches (e.g. White stork Ciconia ciconia, [46]), but it is not

Fig. 1 Correlations between Hayne estimator of observed density and
predictive density. a Model for Corn bunting density without landscape
configuration metrics. b Model with core, buffer zone and shape of
patches. c Model for Whinchat density without landscape configuration
metrics. dModel with core, buffer zone and shape of patches. eModel for
Tree pipit density without landscape configuration metrics. fModel with
core, buffer zone and shape of patches. g Model for Wood nuthatch
density without landscape configuration metrics. h Model with core,
buffer zone and shape of patches
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always the case [47, 48]. A study conducted on a small spatial
scale suggested that habitat specialist species with narrow
niches were more likely to be found in the core of patches with
a simple shape, while generalist species tended to occur in the
buffer zone of a more complicated shape [49, 50]. Therefore,
SDMs that use only the area of patches may not provide com-
plete information on species’ specific habitat preferences [7, 24,
33]. Indeed, this study confirmed and generalised the pattern on
a large spatial scale, because when landscape configuration
metrics were used as additional predictors, models turned out
to be definitely better than models without them. Consequently,
the distribution of farmland and forest bird species was best

described by a combination of features measured by land-use
typologies, climate, topography, NDVI, core, buffer zone and
patch shape, and the structure of patches played a great role in
predicting distributions of the four species. The Corn bunting is
a specialist of intensively used farmland where it prefers large
areas of monoculture crops, but—what is important in this con-
text—it favours a simple shape of patches and definitely avoids
the buffer zone. A similar pattern is also followed by the Wood
nuthatch which is a specialist of large areas of deciduous and
mixed forests. It chooses the core and, like the Corn bunting,
avoids patches of a complicated shape. A contrary preference is
displayed by the Whinchat and the Tree pipit, which are

Fig. 2 Predictive maps of the Hayne Estimator of: a the Corn bunting density, b Whinchat density, c Tree pipit density and d Wood nuthatch density
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generalists, and more frequently observed in the buffer zone of
a mixed arable land and coniferous forest, respectively, but at
the same time both prefer more complicated patch shapes.

The results also extend a pattern in which a higher spectral
index, here NDVI, corresponds to higher species density [51]. It
shows that an inter-seasonal variation of green vegetation also
plays an important role. A low level of green vegetation varia-
tion is featured by both coniferous forest (except extreme situ-
ations green vegetation is constant throughout a year, [33]) and
intensively used farmland wherein repeatability of green vege-
tation conditions is provided by multi-annual fertilisation [46].
On the other hand, a high level of green vegetation variation is
characteristic to pastures, especially located near water bodies,
and deciduous forest where NDVI depends on floods and the
rate of leaf development in a given year. So the level of inter-
seasonal green vegetation variation can be considered as an
indicator of a habitat’s condition. Nonetheless, a more specific
study should be carried out in this context.

The observed geographical gradient cannot be explained
by the climate, distribution of habitat, patch structure metrics
and the NDVI, as these factors are controlled by their inclu-
sion in the best model. However, it can be presumed that other
aspects of habitat and climate not measured in these models
are likely to explain the pattern. For instance, the most impor-
tant predictor for the Meadow pipit’s Anthus pratensis density
is the distribution of habitat-specific plant species while a high
abundance of the Crested lark Galerida cristata is affected by
pigs’ density as a measure of the level of farming [21, 32].
Furthermore, other study also indicated that coexisting species
[7] as well as a quantified co-evolutionary process of a bird
parasite (i.e. the cuckoo, [14]) constitute one of the most im-
portant predictors of functional species richness.

4.2 Modelling Approach

The Generalised Additive Model method used in this study is
often used as a tool for predictive spatial distribution model-
ling [6, 32, 33, 35, 41]. However, despite the advantages of
GAMs described by [41], this procedure—being a tool for
creating a predictive spatial density pattern—requires evalua-
tion based on an independent dataset [52]. Before developing
the models, 20% of observations were chosen randomly and
treated as an independent dataset. The correlation coefficient
between real densities and densities estimated according to
results from the GAMprocedure safeguarded this independent
assessment. This simple and rarely chosen procedure intui-
tively indicated the predictive model’s ability without going
into complicated algorithms [53].

It should also be mentioned that the necessity of using
independent variables (no spatial correlation) as predictors
may limit the use of landscape configuration metrics as ex-
planatory variables [54]. It was discovered that a relatively
high correlation coefficient between altitude and the shape

of all patches seemed to prove that such a relationship may
stem from geomorphology, where slope or roughness affected
a more complicated patch shape. According to a non-
stationary phenomenon if Poland’s territory was divided into
smaller geographic sub-regions based on topographic zones, it
could turn out that in some places the shape of patches has a
high correlation with elevation, especially in highlands, while
in others it does not (in lowlands). Therefore, it can be
suspected that on a large geographical scale the observed pat-
terns in the spread of populations result from stochastic and
deterministic relationships between the habitat, geometry of
patches, climate and topography.

5 Conclusion

Our study that follows a new approach to ecological model-
ling [55] shows that the abundance of all studied species over-
laps with the distribution of preferred habitats but mainly with
patch structure metrics, meaning that these variables are
among key factors influencing species densities (all RI = 1).
The findings constitute an important contribution to applied
ecology and the ecological modelling approach by showing
that the predictive power of several bird species depends on an
ecological complexity of systems, including the interplay be-
tween many environmental components. Importantly, this ap-
proach revealed new surrogates for specialist and generalist
bird species, so on a large spatial scale geometry of patches
can be considered as one of the most important environmental
components reflecting bird density.
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